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what is the probability I’ll enjoy this, 
given that I loved yesterday’s 

lecture ? 

p(enjoyment | loved yesterday) = 1
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what is the probability I’ll enjoy this, 
given that I thought yesterday’s lecture 

was rubbish ? 

p(enjoyment | yesterday rubbish) = 1



Summary: Bayes lecture 1

Conditional probability is the probability of event A, 
given that event B has occurred or is true 

P(A | B)

what is the probability of A given that we know B 
has occurred?

this is what we 
know

this is fixed

this is what we 
want to know

this is variable



Summary: Bayes lecture 1

P(Hypothesis | Data)

this is what we 
know

this is fixed

this is what we 
want to know

this is variable

This is what we ALWAYS want from our analyses, and 
this is what the Bayesian posterior is. The likelihood 
doesn’t give us this; instead it gives us its inverse, 
which is much less useful.

P(Data | Hypothesis)



Conditional Probability 

Bayes’ theorem!

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B)

p(A | B) p(B | A)=

how did we invert the 
likelihood?

  p(B)
p(A)

x

by multiplying it by  
p(A) / p(B)



p(A | B) p(B | A) x p(A)=  / p(B)

Bayes theorem

posterior probability 
distribution

likelihood prior

marginal 
likelihood

Let’s explore each of these aspects of Bayes’ Theorem 



The power of the prior

Likelihood & Priors p(H|D) = p(D | H) p(H) / p(D)



p(D | H)

What is the likelihood I have chicken pox?

90% of people with chicken pox get red spots on their face

Thus P(red spots | chicken pox) = 0.9

Data = red spots on my face 
Hypothesis = chicken pox

Likelihood p(H|D) = p(D | H) p(H) / p(D)



p(D | H)

What are the likelihoods?

90% of people with chicken pox get red spots on their face 
99% of people with small pox get red spots on their face 
15% of people with heat rash get red spots on their face

Data = red spots on my face 
Hypothesis 1 = chicken pox 
Hypothesis 2 = small pox 
Hypothesis 3 = heat rash

P(red spots | chicken pox) = 0.9 
P(red spots | small pox) = 0.99 
P(red spots | heat rash) = 0.15

Likelihood p(H|D) = p(D | H) p(H) / p(D)
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what is the maximum likelihood?

do the total likelihoods sum to 1?

is this a probability distribution?

Likelihood p(H|D) = p(D | H) p(H) / p(D)

do you really have smallpox?
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These numbers are 
interpretable relative to 
each other - NOT in 
absolute terms 

we can say: 

chicken pox is 6 times 
more likely than heat 
rash (0.9 / 0.15). 

smallpox is 10% more 
likely than chicken pox

Likelihood p(H|D) = p(D | H) p(H) / p(D)
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Likelihood p(H|D) = p(D | H) p(H) / p(D)

Of course this interpretation 
assumes that each disease 
is equally likely in the first 
place

This is why we need to 
multiply the likelihood with 
the prior to produce a 
sensible result…when we 
have reasons to believe that 
prior information is 
important 



p(D | H)
Data = red spots on my face 
Hypothesis = chicken pox, etc.

Likelihood p(H|D) = p(D | H) p(H) / p(D)

P(red spots | chicken pox) = 0.9 
P(red spots | small pox) = 0.99 
P(red spots | heat rash) = 0.15

Here the doctor is talking about the probability of your 
symptoms given a particular illness (likelihood) 

What you really want to know is the probability of a 
particular illness given your symptoms (inverse or posterior)
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Likelihood p(H|D) = p(D | H) p(H) / p(D)
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Likelihood p(H|D) = p(D | H) p(H) / p(D)
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Likelihood p(H|D) = p(D | H) p(H) / p(D)

but what if we don’t have prior information?
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this looks just like 
the likelihood…
but are rescaled 
to probabilities



Bayes Theorem
http://www.starwars.com/video/never-tell-me-the-odds

p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

This example taken from the https://www.countbayesie.com website 

https://www.countbayesie.com


Bayes Theorem

Sir, the possibility of successfully navigating an asteroid 
field is approximately 3,720 to 1! 

Never tell me the odds!

p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)



Bayes Theorem

Han’s probability of surviving ranges from 0 to 1

Beta(α , β ) α (number of times success observed)  
β (the number of times failure is observed)

p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)



Bayes Theorem

Han’s probability of surviving ranges from 0 to 1

Beta(α , β ) α (number of times success observed)  
β (the number of times failure is observed)

p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)
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Bayes Theorem

Han’s probability of surviving ranges from 0 to 1

Beta(α , β ) α (number of times success observed)  
β (the number of times failure is observed)

p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)
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Bayes Theorem
based on the C3PO’s data (and a flat prior) we must 

assume the millennium falcon will end up like this  
(with 99.999% certainty) 

but it doesn’t (sorry, spoiler alert)  
was Han just lucky this time or did C3PO miss 

something?

p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)



Bayes Theorem p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

In this case C3PO used a flat prior  
- when he (she/it?) should have used an informative prior



Bayes Theorem

Sir, the possibility of successfully navigating an asteroid 
field is approximately 3,720 to 1! 

what should C3PO have considered?

Han is a supercool badass! 

He has done the Kessel run in 12 
parsecs 

He attacked the Death Star (and 
survived) 

He does dangerous things every day 
and is still alive - so he must be 
exceptional 

p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)



Bayes Theorem

Han’s probability of surviving ranges from 0 to 1

Beta(α , β ) α (number of times success observed)  
β (the number of times failure is observed)

p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

X



Bayes Theorem

Han’s probability of surviving ranges from 0 to 1

C3PO’s likelihood  x  Han-is-a-badass prior

p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

https://www.countbayesie.com



Bayes Theorem p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

But aren’t priors subjective? 

Where’s the science here? 

Does that mean we just make up stuff?



Bayes Theorem p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

what if a study showed that prayer decreases 
healing time in sick patients p<0.05

what about if a study showed (p < 0.05) 
that sex ratios at birth are radically different 
to what we’d expect? 

Do you believe these results?  
If not, how much new evidence do you need to 

overcome your prior expectation?



Bayes Theorem p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

Are your results sensitive to the prior?

Change the prior! 

See what happens to your results! 

To what extent are your results reliant on your prior?

This is no different to looking at different models 
and seeing if your results are consistent and 
where they are sensitive to different formulations 
or data outliers



Bayes Theorem p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

p(B | A) x p(A) / p(B)p(A | B) =∝
=

=

=

prior likelihood posterior
is proportional 

to

joint



Likelihood p(H|D) = p(D | H) p(H) / p(D)

The likelihood is the 
component of Bayes 
that uses your data to 
inform the posterior 
distribution

If there is no prior 
information, the 
shape of the 
posterior is 
EXACTLY the same 
as the likelihood



Bayes Theorem p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

Yes…but you still haven’t entirely convinced me 
of why I would bother with a Bayesian 
approach when there is no prior information. If I 
get the same outcome as the likelihood…what’s 
the point?



Understanding Monte Carlo Markov Chain 
(MCMC) 

& the Bayes’ denominator
the final piece in the Bayesian puzzle



p(H|D) = p(D | H) p(H) / p(D)

We will find the shape of the posterior distribution by taking 
many many many samples from the posterior distribution

Ummm….but how do I take samples from something I 
don’t know? Isn’t this a circular statement? Is this some 

weird Bayesian magic? 

MCMC



p(H|D) = p(D | H) p(H) / p(D)

The posterior isn’t entirely unknown… 

We know the 
likelihood and 

the prior



p(H|D) = p(D | H) p(H) / p(D)

=

=

=

prior 

P(H)

likelihood 

P(D | H)

joint 

P(D, H)

posterior 

P(H | D)
is proportional 

to

p(H|D) = p(D , H) / p(D)

So all we need to do is rescale the joint distribution



MCMC

what is the difference between the area under these?

P(A | B) = P(B | A) P(A)
P(B)

what must this be doing?

p(H|D) = p(D | H) p(H) / p(D)

Area = 1Area not = 1

=

joint



S = f (x)dx
b

a

∫
remember the good old days of calculus at school?

MCMC p(H|D) = p(D | H) p(H) / p(D)



P(A | B) = P(B | A) P(A)
P(B | A)P(A)dA∫

f (x)dx∫P(A | B) = P(B | A) P(A)
P(B)

MCMC

likelihood x prior

area under the curve

p(H|D) = p(D | H) p(H) / p(D)
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you can approximate the integral using rectangles

MCMC
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so here we are 
approximating the 
probability density 

function and using the 
area of these rectangles to 
standardise the area = 1

How do we do this in practice? MCMC!!

p(H|D) = p(D | H) p(H) / p(D)



The challenge of the Presidential campaign

• Candidate for president of a nation 
made up of many small islands

• Want to visit each island for a time that is 
in proportion to each island’s population 

• complication: to get to another island you need to 
take a plane (random airlines). Only 1 flight per day 
from your island, and the destination of the flight is 
randomly chosen just before you board the plane. 
Thus you cannot choose where to go, you can only 
choose to go or stay once you know the destination. 



1. Note how many people are on your island (Current) 

2. Randomly choose another island (New) 

3. If population New > Current, MOVE always 

4. If population New < Current, MOVE with the 
probability of New/Current

MCMC
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1 = 10 
2 = 1 
3 = 5 
4 = 7 
5 = 3 
6 = 12 
7 = 5 
8 = 0

island populations

should I move?
MCMC p(H|D) = p(D | H) p(H) / p(D)
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these are the raw data

MCMC p(H|D) = p(D | H) p(H) / p(D)
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MCMC

this is what we want…a probability of visiting each 
island in proportion to its population size



Let’s simulate this in R

Using the R script file: island_MCMC.R

days <- 1000 
visits <- numeric(days)
island<-1:8
population<-c(10,1,5,7,3,12,5,0)
current <- sample(island,1) #random starting location

MCMC



Let’s simulate this in R

Using the R script file: island_MCMC.R

for(i in 1:days){

#record current island location
visits[i] <- current

#randomly decide another island to visit
proposal <- sample(island[-current], 1)

#decide if move or stay
prob_move <- population[proposal]/population[current]
current <- ifelse(runif(1) < prob_move, proposal, current)

}

MCMC
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what do each of these represent?

Likelihood Posterior

to get the posterior we divide the number of 
times we visit each island by the total number of 
visits. This scales it so all columns add up to 1 

MCMC

this makes it a probability 



Likelihood Profile

to get the posterior we divide the number 
of times we visit each parameter value by 

the total number of visits (MCMC 
iterations). This scales it so the area 

under the curve adds up to 1 

MCMC
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1. pick a parameter value 
2. if the likelihood is 

greater than the current 
parameter value, move 

3. if the likelihood is less 
than the current 
parameter value move 
with the probability of 
likelihood new/likelihood 
current 

could I use this simple rule to rescale a likelihood?



Normal(µ=10, σ =2)
x=seq(2,18,length.out=1000)
y=dnorm(x=x,mean=10, sd=2)
plot(x,y, typ="l", lwd=2)
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p(H|D) = p(D | H) p(H) / p(D)MCMC



for(i in 1:iter){

#record current chain value
chain[i] <- current

#randomly decide another possible value
proposal <- runif(1,0,20)

#decide if move or stay
prob_move <- dnorm(proposal,10,2)/dnorm(current,10,2)
current <- ifelse(runif(1) < prob_move, proposal, current)

} 

MCMC
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rescaled y-axis so all bars sum to 1

bar / sum(all bars)
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MCMC



Normal(µ=10, σ =2)
x=seq(2,18,length.out=1000)
y=dnorm(x=x,mean=10, sd=2)
plot(x,y, typ="l", lwd=2)
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MCMC How many samples do you need?



MCMC How many samples do you need?



MCMC How many samples do you need?



MCMC How many samples do you need?



MCMC How many samples do you need?



MCMC How many samples do you need?



MCMC How many samples do you need?





we discard the ‘burn-in’ and then sample from the posterior 
distribution

MCMC How many samples do you need?

there are diagnostic tools for knowing when the chain is stable, 
the simplest is a visual inspection



MCMC chain convergence

definitely not converged and not ok to sample from

probably converged and ok to sample from

if chain not converged either need to run longer chains 
(burnin), the model is misspecified, or you just don’t have 

enough data



MCMC How many samples do you need?

convergence can be 
determined by looking at 
how MCMC chains with 
different starting values 
mix 

not converged converged



MCMC

for the intercept of a model  

calculate the total likelihood for the current value of 
the intercept (e.g. 10.3) and compare this against the 
total likelihood for a randomly chosen new value of 
the intercept (e.g. 5.1). Then either keep the old value 
or switch to the new value.

Assume we are doing 1000 MCMC iterations

y = int + a + b + c

MCMC iteration 1

now start MCMC iteration 2



MCMC y = int + a + b + c

MCMC iteration

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
… 
1000

10.2 
5.1 
5.1 
7.6 
4.8 
4.8 
… 
4.9

current value in the chain

5.1 
1.9 
7.6 
4.8 
10.3 
6.5 
… 
4.9

suggested random new value

accepted
rejected
accepted
accepted
rejected

…



MCMC y = int + a + b + c

MCMC  
iteration

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
… 
1000

7.2 
5.1 
5.1 
7.6 
4.8 
4.8 
… 
4.9

values in the chain  
describing the posterior

3 4 5 6 7

mean = 4.2 
95% CI = 3.3 - 5.8 
probability > 0 = 1 
probability > 4 = 0.71



Bayes Rule p(H|D) = p(D | H) p(H) / p(D)

And that’s it!

There is nothing magical about MCMC it is simply a 
practical way of rescaling the area of the product of 

the likelihood and prior so that it’s area = 1…and 
therefore is a probability distribution

But is there really any practical reason why we do this? 
…especially if we have no prior information?



Likelihood p(H|D) = p(D | H) p(H) / p(D)

The likelihood is the 
component of Bayes 
that uses your data to 
inform the posterior 
distribution

If there is no prior 
information, the 
shape of the 
posterior is 
EXACTLY the same 
as the likelihood



MCMC y = int + a + b + c

MCMC  
iteration

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
… 
1000

7.2 
5.1 
5.1 
7.6 
4.8 
4.8 
… 
4.9

values in the chain  
describing the posterior

3 4 5 6 7

mean = 4.2 
95% CI = 3.3 - 5.8 
probability > 0 = 1 
probability > 4 = 0.71 
probability between 4 & 6 = 0.65

these numbers are the 
posterior distribution…you 
can ask any question you 
want from these! 



model <- MCMCglmm(height ~ age, random = ~forest, 
family = "gaussian", 
prior = prior, 
data = data, 
nitt = 10000, 
burnin = 5000, thin = 5)

examples in R

using MCMCglmm

here you specify in your code how many MCMC samples to take 
(‘nitt’ is the number of iterations), how many to discard from the 
start of the MCMC when it might be unstable (burnin) and how 
often to sample from each MCMC iteration (thin).

this will give you a vector of samples from the MCMC chain

this vector of numbers describes the posterior distribution



model <- MCMCglmm(height ~ age . . . etc) 

examples in R

using MCMCglmm

the model will contain an MCMC chain for each estimated parameter

e.g.  if you took 5000 samples from the chain for a simple linear 
model (intercept + slope) there will be a vector of 5000 numbers 
for the intercept and a vector of 5000 numbers for the slope term

these 5000 numbers are the posterior distribution and can be 
extracted and used to: (1) plot the posterior, (2) summarise 
the posterior, and (3) create new estimates or predictions 
from your model 

assume that you extract a chain vector and call it mcmc.chain



model <- MCMCglmm(height ~ age . . . etc) 

1. Plot the posterior         MCMC chain  

extract the MCMC chain for the slope term [age] and call it 
mcmc.chain

plot(density(mcmc.chain))

if your chain is an mcmc object [in R you check this with the 
class() function], then you can use the coda package and 
some of the useful functions within it to plot and examine the 
stability of the chain (see the ‘coda’ package documentation 
and functions like densplot() and traceplot() ). 
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2. Summarising the posterior MCMC chain

empirical cumulative 
distribution function in R

ecdf(mcmc.chain)(x)

ecdf(mcmc.chain)(0)

what proportion of the values in the MCMC chain < 0. This tells 
you whether the posterior for your parameter estimate includes 
zero and what proportion is above or below it 



2. Summarising the posterior JAGS object

ecdf(mcmc.chain)(0.5)
ecdf(mcmc.chain)(0.75)

You can get any range you want  

perhaps you want to know the 
probability that the slope is less 
than 0.5 or 0.75 or any other 
question you want to formulate 



2. Summarising the posterior JAGS object

b<-ecdf(mcmc.chain)(0.5)
a-b

a<-ecdf(mcmc.chain)(0.75)

what is the probability that the 
value of the posterior is between 
0.5 and 0.75?

for example: what is the probability that management 
action X will keep the population between 0.5 and 0.75  
of current population levels?

where your posterior is the predicted proportion of current 
population levels



2. Summarising the posterior MCMC object

‘it overlaps zero’ or ‘p>0.05’ so  
there is “no effect” or “we found 
no difference” 

This is the wrong way 
to think about this

The Bayesian posterior is a probability distribution where you can 
make probabilisitic statements about the value the parameter. It 
isn’t about arbitrary (p<0.05) cutoffs. This is its power and 
versatility. It lets you be exact about probabilities and let the 
reader decide what risk they think is worth accepting

It is making the mistake of accepting the null hypothesis. Just 
because you cannot say with certainty if the effect differs 
from zero doesn’t mean the effect = 0. 



0

two posteriors that 
largely overlap zero 
(and each other)

probability you surviveprobability you die

option A

option B

“there is no effect”

Which option would you choose?

probability a species 
goes extinct

probability the 
species survives

probability a cancer 
treatment has a negative 
effect

probability a cancer 
treatment has a positive 
effect



is the difference between being 90% certain and 99% certain 
simply a difference of 9%? 

and if so, does that mean a change from 90 to 95% certainty is a 
bigger change in certainty than 99% to 99.99%? 

how should we think about this?

thinking about % differences and certainty 



I’m 90% certain 1 in 10 chance I’m wrong

I’m 95% certain 1 in 20 chance I’m wrong

thinking about % differences and certainty 

I’m 99% certain 1 in 100 chance I’m wrong

I’m 99.9% certain 1 in 1000 chance I’m wrong

I’m 99.9999% certain 1 in a million chance I’m wrong

https://www.countbayesie.com/blog/2015/7/6/how-big-is-the-difference-between-being-90-and-99-certain



3. Create new estimates from the posterior MCMC object

model <- MCMCglmm(height ~ age . . . etc) 

imagine you have extracted the MCMC chains from this model 
for the intercept and slope term (age)

you now want to create a plot showing the relationship between 
age and it effect on height while including the uncertainty in the 
estimates…how to do this?

A key insight is to realise that anything you 
calculate from posterior probability distributions, will 
themselves be posterior probability distributions!

so what does the mean?



Why don’t you just use a simple t-test or linear model?

Doing a Bayesian analysis is just overkill, 
stop showing off, you get the same 

answer anyway

when supervisors, reviewers, co-authors, (and 
your own inner daemons) say…

This may help you understand why…. 



let’s get some data

You are interested in whether group A is different 
from group B, and by how much.

get estimates of the differences using STATS!

t.test(group.A, group.B)

mod<-lm(response~group, data=data)
summary(mod)

MCMCglmm or JAGS or other Bayesian



You are interested in whether a new cancer treatment 
(Treatment B) prolongs lifespan more than the current treatment 
(Treatment A). You have data for people on both treatments (51 
people on treatment A; 37 people on treatment B) showing how 
many days they survived from the start of the treatment until the 
day they died. 

You are asked to analyse the 
data (i.e. compare the 
survival rates of the two 
groups) and to answer some 
questions... 

Example question…

Import the “cancer_survival.csv” data using the 
‘MCMC_exercise.R’ script file to try this for yourself



yay easy stats!!

t.test(group.A, group.B)

even my supervisor can understand this!

 Welch Two Sample t-test 

data:  cancer[cancer[, 1] == "A", 2] and cancer[cancer[, 1] == "B", 2] 
t = -2.8789, df = 60.541, p-value = 0.005509 

alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0 
95 percent confidence interval: 
 -388.69547  -70.02419 

sample estimates: 
mean of x       mean of y  
 676.4510       905.8108 



yay still easy stats!!

model<-lm(y~group, data)

my supervisor still probably understands this!

Call: 
lm(formula = survival ~ treatment, data = cancer) 

Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-682.81 -295.97   35.55  235.80  709.19   

Coefficients: 
                    Estimate  Std. Error t value     Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)      676.45      48.87    13.841   < 2e-16 *** 
cancer[, 1]B   229.36      75.37     3.043     0.00311 ** 



groan…and now the difficult Bayesian way
my supervisor thinks I’m wasting my time 

summary(model)

model <- MCMCglmm(survival ~ treatment, 
family = "gaussian", 
prior = list(R = list(V = 1, nu = 0)), 
data = data, nitt = 25000, 
burnin = 5000, thin = 5)



groan…and now the hard way
my supervisor thinks I’m wasting my time 
(and I think I’m probably wasting my time)

 Iterations = 5001:24996 
 Thinning interval  = 5 
 Sample size  = 4000  

 DIC: 1284.273  
 R-structure:  ~units 

      post.mean l-95% CI u-95% CI eff.samp 
units    124991    88980   163483     4000 

 Location effects: survival ~ treatment  

            post.mean l-95% CI u-95% CI eff.samp  pMCMC     
(Intercept)    676.19   583.66   776.27     4000    <3e-04 *** 
treatmentB     229.64    76.34   375.79     4045     0.0015 **  
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1



what was the result?

sum of squares t-test

treat A = 676, treat B = 905, p = 0.005

maximum likelihood linear model

treat A = 676, treat B = 676 + 229 = 905, p = 0.003

Bayesian model

treat A = 676, treat B = 676 + 229 = 905, p = 0.001

Basically the same…

Bayes is a waste of time!



but what was the question you wanted answered?

1. What is the mean expected survival (and its uncertainty) for 
treatments A & B, and what is the estimated magnitude of the 
difference in survival between them? 

 Welch Two Sample t-test 

95 percent confidence interval: 
 -388.69547     -70.02419 

sample estimates: 
mean of x       mean of y  
 676.4510       905.8108 

t.test

lm(formula = survival ~ treatment, data = 
cancer) 

Coefficients: 
                    Estimate  Std. Error  
(Intercept)      676.45      48.87    
cancer[, 1]B   229.36      75.37  

lm()



but what was the question you wanted answered?

1. What is the mean expected survival (and its uncertainty) for 
treatments A & B, and what is the estimated magnitude of the 
difference in survival between them? 

MCMCglmm

                 post.mean    l-95% CI   u-95% CI   
(Intercept)     676.19     583.66      776.27    
treatmentB     229.64     76.34        375.79  

what do I do now?

in our saved model object we have the 
MCMC chains for these two estimated 
parameters saved in : model$Sol



but what was the question you wanted answered?

in our saved model object we have the MCMC chains for 
these two estimated parameters saved in : model$Sol

head(model$Sol)

… …



plot(density(model$Sol[,1]))

but what was the question you wanted answered?

shows the posterior of the intercept 
(Treatment A)

head(model$Sol)

… …



but what was the question you wanted answered?

library(coda)
par(mfrow=c(1,2))

#show MCMC traceplot
traceplot(model$Sol)

#show posterior plots 
densplot(model$Sol)
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but what was the question you wanted answered?
head(model$Sol)

these vectors of numbers 
are the values defining the 
posterior probability 
distribution…thus you can 
ask any question of these

#get the estimated mean Treatment A
mean(model$Sol[,1])

#get the 95% CIs and median for Treatment A
quantile(model$Sol[,1], probs=c(0.025, 0.5, 0.975))

#get specific probabilities
#e.g. probability between-group differences is <100
ecdf(model$Sol[,2])(100)



but what was the question you wanted answered?
head(model$Sol)

these vectors of numbers 
are the values defining the 
posterior probability 
distribution…thus you can 
ask any question of these

#get the estimated mean Treatment A
mean(model$Sol[,1])

#get the 95% CIs and median for Treatment A
quantile(model$Sol[,1], probs=c(0.025, 0.5, 0.975))

OK, we have information for Treatment A and the between-
group difference…but how do I get estimates for  

Treatment B?



plot(density(model$Sol[,2]))plot(density(model$Sol[,1]))

but what was the question you wanted answered?

shows the posterior of the intercept 
(Treatment A)

shows the posterior of the between-
group difference

Remember these MCMC chains are probability 
distributions…the area under these curves = 1…therefore 
they behave like ALL probabilities do



Remember the stuff from yesterday when we added, 
subtracted and multiplied probabilities together?

the outcome of any function applied to a probability, is 
itself a probability 

This means we can apply functions to our MCMC chains 
(which are the posterior probability distributions) and the 
outcomes will also be posterior probability distributions!!



but what was the question you wanted answered?
head(model$Sol)

If we know treatment A and 
the difference between A & 
B…how do we get the 
posterior probability 
information for treatment B?

#get the posterior for Treatment B
Treat.B <- model$Sol[,1] + model$Sol[,2]

#get the 95% CIs and median for Treatment B
quantile(Treat.B, probs=c(0.025, 0.5, 0.975))

Simple!!



but what was the question you wanted answered?

#get the posterior for Treatment B
Treat.B <- model$Sol[,1] + model$Sol[,2]

densplot(TreatB)traceplot(TreatB)
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Summarising the posterior CODA

HPDinterval(zc, prob=0.5)

The highest posterior density interval (HPDI) takes the 
specified range based on the probability density. Here it 
includes the 50% most probable values, not the central 50% 

Good to use in general as it accounts for asymmetry in the posterior



but what was the question you wanted answered?
1. What is the mean expected survival (and its uncertainty) for 
treatments A & B, and what is the estimated magnitude of the 
difference in survival between them? 

#get the estimated mean Treatment A
mean(model$Sol[,1])

#get the 95% CIs and median for Treatment A
quantile(model$Sol[,1], probs=c(0.025, 0.5, 0.975))

#get the estimated mean Treatment B
mean(model$Sol[,1] + model$Sol[,2])

#get the 95% CIs and median for Treatment B
quantile(model$Sol[,1] + model$Sol[,2], probs=c(0.025, 0.5, 0.975))

#get the 95% CIs and median for between-group difference
quantile(model$Sol[,2], probs=c(0.025, 0.5, 0.975))



2. What is the percentage improvement in life expectancy for treatment B 
compared to treatment A (e.g. treatment B will increase your life expectancy 
by X % (on average) on top of what you’d expect from treatment A) 

head(model$Sol)

TreatA <- model$Sol[,1]

TreatB <- model$Sol[,1] + 
model$Sol[,2]

percentAB <- TreatB / TreatA

#get the 95% CIs and median for percentage improvement

quantile(percentAB, probs=c(0.025, 0.5, 0.975))

but what was the question you wanted answered?



3. What is the expected survival range (i.e. 95% CI, in 
days) for treatments A & B (NOTE: this is not the same as the 

uncertainty around the mean estimate) 

Here we need to know the estimated group mean and the 
group standard deviation

TreatA <- model$Sol[,1]
here is the mean…but where is 
the group-level standard 
deviation estimate?

var <- model$VCV this is the posterior distribution 
for the variance estimate

sd <- sqrt(model$VCV) this is the posterior distribution for 
the standard deviation estimate

but what was the question you wanted answered?



3. What is the expected survival range (i.e. 95% CI, in 
days) for treatments A & B 

Here we need to know the estimated group mean and the 
group standard deviation - take each of these in turn to 
simulate back a dataset of survival estimates

but what was the question you wanted answered?

simA<-c()
simB<-c()
for(i in 1:length(TreatA)){
simA[i]<-rnorm(1,TreatA[i],sd[i])
simB[i]<-rnorm(1,TreatB[i],sd[i])
}

simA and simB are now posterior probability distributions 
of the survival times for treatments’ A & B…and now you 
can have fun with these



4. What is the probability that you will live longer on 
treatment B compared to treatment A? 

diff.BA<-simB-simA

but what was the question you wanted answered?

simA<-c()
simB<-c()
for(i in 1:length(TreatA)){
simA[i]<-rnorm(1,TreatA[i],sd[i])
simB[i]<-rnorm(1,TreatB[i],sd[i])
}

plot(density(diff.BA))

ecdf(diff.BA)(0)

 0.31775

1 - ecdf(diff.BA)(0)

0.68225



5. What is the probability that treatment B will extend the patient’s 
life expectancy by more than 50% compared to treatment A?

but what was the question you wanted answered?

diff1.5 <- simB-simA*1.5

1 - ecdf(diff1.5)(0)  #0.427

6. What is the probability that a patient will live more than 3 years 
on each treatment?

1 - ecdf(simA)(365*3)  #0.119

1 - ecdf(simB)(365*3)  #0.295



when playing with MCMC chains remember that….

maintain numerical order in the MCMC chains and their 
relationship to one another…don’t mix them up

the value in each MCMC chain 
is dependent on the values in 
the other chains

so the value of the AB_diff at 
line 137, is dependent on the 
value of the intercept at line 137 
and the value of the variance at 
line 137



when playing with MCMC chains remember that….

Bayesian methods are not immune to you fitting a crap 
model in the first place

model <- MCMCglmm(survival ~ treatment, family = "gaussian", 
prior = list(R = list(V = 1, nu = 0)), data = data)

plot(density(simA)) plot(density(simB))

‘Gaussian’ lets our estimated survival times be negative 
(should have used a ‘Gamma’ distribution in the model 
and simulations!) 

our model estimates 
a single variance for 
the two groups, 
rather than a group-
specific variance 



Bayesian analyses give you what you want  
(i.e. P(Hypothesis | Data) ) in a form that is most useful for 
interpreting and communicating scientific findings  
(i.e. as probabilities that you can ask any question of)

What more could you want?

Use Bayes!!

well…it can be a little tricky to implement and time consuming 
sometimes, but nothing’s perfect  :)
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Bayesian analyses could be
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model{
  
  
  for(i in 1:obs){
    
    breed.date[i] ~ dnorm(mu[i],tau)   #likelihood
    
  mu[i] <- alpha + b1*age[i]         #regression model
    
  }
  
  #priors
  
alpha~dnorm(0,0.001)
  b1~dnorm(0,0.001)
  tau<-1/sigma^2
  sigma~dunif(0,50)
  
  
}

How JAGS code looks - for a simple regression



How JAGS code looks - for a GLMM hierarchical model

model{

    for(i in 1: N.obs){
      
      exotic[i]~dpois(lambda[i]) #likelihood
      log(lambda[i])<-alpha[study.area[i]] + b1*disturb[i] #regression model

    }

    #large scale model, "study area effect"
    for(j in 1:n.study.area){
      
      alpha[j]~dnorm(mu[j],tau.area)
      mu[j]<-a*road[j]/(b+road[j])

    }
  
  #priors
  b1~dnorm(0,.00001)
  a~dgamma(.0001,.0001)
  b~dnorm(0,.0001)
  sigma.area ~ dunif(0,50)
  tau.area <- 1/sigma.area^2


